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Terror Doctor
The IDF captured a wanted terrorist
Tuesday night when he was taking
advantage of the relatively free passage
granted to PA ambulances. He was
disguised as a doctor, but alert soldiers at a
roadblock near Brachah, just southwest of
Shechem, detected and arrested him. The
IDF Spokesman announced afterwards,
"Claims are often raised against holding up
ambulances at checkpoints for security
checks. Cases such as this prove the
evident need for these checks. In addition,
IDF soldiers are direct to ensure that in
humanitarian cases and medical
emergencies, the ambulances must be
allowed to pass as fast as possible."
Upping The Anti
The PA is getting ready to take its war
against Israel a step further. Arabs of the
autonomous areas have set up rocket
launchers in cities adjacent to pre-1967
Israel. Israel's defense establishment has
received information from several sources
to the effect that Hamas recently
transferred a small number of launchers
and Kassem-2 shells from Gaza to Yesha
cities. The Kassem-2 has a range of up to 8

kilometers (5 miles), but is not known for
its accuracy. IDF officers told Ha'aretz
that the terrorists are expected to start
firing the rockets in the near future, and
Israel has warned the PA that such actions
would be greeted with an Israeli response
"of a different magnitude of order
entirely." Prime Minister Sharon said last
week that such use of the missiles would be
the "crossing of all red lines."

Enemy Within
Deputy Minister of Internal Security
Gideon Ezra, a former deputy director of
the GSS (General Security Service – Shin/
Bet), on Thursday warned of the dangers
posed by Arab MKs, stating, “They are not
on our side. They support Arafat and are
causing us significant damage”. Ezra made
his remarks during a police ceremony in
the capital.
Land Mines...
Police on Thursday night discovered a
cache of 60 landmines in the village of
Yafia, near Nazareth. Police bomb squad
personnel were summonsed to render the
mines harmless. Police are investigating.
AG Getting Tough On Terror
Attorney General Elyakim Rubinstein has
ordered an investigation into the printing
and disseminating of the bumper sticker
“No Arabs – No Attacks”. Rubinstein
stated the sticker was a violation of the
laws against incitement to racism.
Source: IsraelNationalNews

Discussing Autonomy Plans Is A Desecration Of G-D’s Name
You understand Arabic, so go and ask the Arabs who live there what their intention is in
discussing a five year autonomy plan. You will see that they will tell you that their
intention is that they will actually be given parts of Eretz Yisroel for the purpose of
establishing a Palestinian state. It automatically follows that it is totally irrelevant how the
Jews wish to interpret it because what matters is how the gentiles view the issue.
The very act of discussing autonomy plans is a desecration of G-D’s Name and holiness.
The fact that there are individual Jews in Eretz Yisroel who do not keep Torah and
Mitzvos relates specifically to desecrating their personal lives, but here we are discussing a
situation in which the government of Israel will publicly declare war against G-D and His
Torah.

Behind The News
Lies and distortions whose aim is to create
revulsion and hatred toward Israelis and
Jews are published and broadcast regularly
in the Palestinian media. An article
appeared in the official PA daily in which
Israel is accused of using Palestinian body
parts for evil purposes.
“… When the occupying authority holds
the bodies of martyrs… it does so in order
to hide the traces of its crimes. The
witnesses and evidence prove that the
occupation forces torture the bodies of
the martyrs on purpose and fire bullets
into them at close range… There are clear
indicators that the occupying authorities
steal body parts of the martyrs during the
holding process, in order to use them in
Israeli hospitals, especially for Israeli
patients in need of transplants. After they
seize the body parts of the martyrs, they
bury the corpses…under dubious
circumstances, scorning humanitarian
values and moral and religious
regulations. Legal authorities noted that
the occupation’s refusal to surrender the
bodies of the martyrs to their families is
intended to hide the truth of their nonhumanitarian practices on the bodies of
the martyrs…”
Al-Hayat Al-Jadida, December 24,2001
Source: pmw.org

American Mafias
“…America from the start did not
deserve the role of sponsor but that
of the enemy…Washington supports
Jewish fundamentalists, dictatorships
and fascist states, sponsors rotten
governments, is the source of
authority for Mafias…”
Al Hayat Al Jadida, Jan. 28, 2002

The Lubavitcher Rebbe to (Israeli President) Moshe Katzav, 10 Shevat, 5752; January 15,1992.
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